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Question: 1

Exhibit.

You successfully run the Ansible playbook shown in the exhibit. However, you are unable to see the
instances you created.
What is the problem in this scenario?

A. You have incorrectly entered your key information.
B. You are viewing the correct region in the wrong VPC.
C. You are viewing the wrong region.
D. Your s3 bucket was not accessible during the deployment.

Answer: A

Question: 2

Exhibit.
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Referring to the exhibit, which two statements are correct when deploying the Kubernetes pod? (Choose
two.)

A. A pod is created with the name "test".
B. Pods are reachable by pods in a different namespace.
C. Pods are reachable only by pods in the same namespace.
D. A pod is created with the name "test1".

Answer: CD

Question: 3

You are deploying Contrail Enterprise Multicloud in your environment. You must securely connect your
private resources with publicly-hosted resources.
What must be included in this scenario?

A. AppFormix
B. Contrail Security
C. service chaining
D. Multicloud-Gateway

Answer: D

Question: 4
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What is a core component of an AWS cloud environment?

A. a resource group
B. a VPC
C. a VNET
D. a vRouter

Answer: A

Question: 5

Contrail security tags and their values in AWS multicloud deployments are evaluated in which order?

A. virtual machine, project, virtual network, and virtual machine interface
B. virtual machine interface, virtual machine, virtual network, and project
C. project, virtual network, virtual machine, and virtual machine interface
D. virtual network, project, virtual machine interface, and virtual machine

Answer: C

Question: 6

You are connecting your on-premises data center to the Azure cloud.
In this scenario, which connection gateway service is implemented within the Azure cloud by Contrail
Enterprise Multicloud?

A. virtual private gateway
B. multicloud gateway
C. virtual network gateway
D. customer gateway

Answer: A


